
Team One Piece 

Date             :        05/27/2014 

Location       :        SIS MR 3.6 

Subject                :             Meeting with Supervisor 

Attendee      :        Aniket, Ila (Skype session), Mi Mi, CG, Siddhant, Phyu Phyu 

Absentee     :        None 

 

Agenda: 

1. Discussion of Wiki with Supervisor 

2. Discussion of Progress with Supervisor 

3. Discuss X-Factor with Supervisor 

 

Discussion: 

1. Wiki is one of the best wikis  

2. Current progress is good 

3. Great target. Best team can only get A+ 

4. Different applications can be used in different contexts but the main X-Factor for us is that 

one feature which is making people stay on each slide and force them to read the slide 

content  

5. Later we can optimize the X-Factor 

6. Can put X-Factor in Wiki 

7. Deployment cannot be an X-Factor 

8. If we have pre-deployed the application to BP and it is being used by BP before our 

presentation then it gives us really good points for the deployment aspect of the 

requirements 

9. 1st and 2nd are technically challenging so we need to put in the technically challenging part 

10. 3rd and 4th are great for X-Factors 

11. Demo – Good 

12. Whatever you’re doing is fine but if there is anything that is particularly challenging and an 

enhancement compared to current product then you have to specify that to Prof Ben Gan  

13. Client’s happiness is significantly important. If client is happy then professors have to be 

happy 

14. Discuss later what the client requirements are completely. If client requirements are 

relatively less, then even if we satisfy the requirements we won’t get A+. Reward/Risk 

15. We can add features after the Acceptance also. Changes and enhancement are also a criteria 

16. Can read slides in app don’t need to download  

17. Don’t mention that our project is simple in anyway 

18. Four functions that BG mentioned, put it before Acceptance 

19. Email BG and clarify the requirements that he has given before acceptance 



20. We should have an understanding regarding the simplicity of the project we’re working on 

21. Courses, if we’re comfortable then he’s comfortable 

 

Prepared By, 

Siddhant 

Vetted and edited by, 

Phyu Phyu Htant 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  



To Do List: 

Task In Charge Deadline 

Fix MySQL  Aniket  07/26/2014 

Complete Upload and Persistent Aniket 07/26/2014 

Upload the files in the wiki Aniket 07/26/2014 

Share IDP Materials after cleaning Aniket 07/27/2014 

Front-End of Quiz Content Management Ila 07/26/2014 

Quiz Module CG 07/26/2014 

Correct Spelling Errors on Wiki 
System Flow to be replaced by Data Flow 
Diagrams re-draw 
Create any diagram 
Prototypes – All materials from IDP (Hi fi and Low fi) 

Phyu Continuous 

Back-end for Quiz Content Management Mi Mi 07/26/2014 

Back-end for Quiz Content Management Siddhant 07/26/2014 

Work on Wiki layout, and content editing Siddhant Continuous 

Internal Testing and other documents Siddhant 07/26/2014 

Find a justification for development of the application 
in comparison to existing open-source solutions 

All  

 

 

 

Prepared by, 

Siddhant 

 


